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i-Mesh: i tessuti tecnici per design ed architettura

interior design: "soft points of view"
What’s i-Mesh?

i-Mesh is a technical and sustainable textile for architecture and design, a brand new patented technology which is an absolute novelty within the construction market: a non-woven fabric made of durable and unbeatable fibers, that can be applied both to outdoor and indoor installations.

It’s produced only in form of bespoke panels. It means that we do not produce waste, because we provide tailored shapes for each project and we reuse scraps for arts, research and development.

Who’s behind i-Mesh?

We are a motley team of talented architects, designers, creatives, computational engineers and material experts, pulled together into an innovative and sustainable production company.

i-Mesh is produced in Italy, within the amazing country landscape lying at the foot of Mount Conero, just in front of the Adriatic Sea. A marvellous scenery that hosts the intellectual and industrious work of our team, able from here to offer the best assistance to the customers worldwide, as well as an excellent on-time delivery performance. A glocal and sustainable philosophy oriented to a globalized world.